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Introduction
Composite material has been intensively used over the last decades in variety of fields of architectural, civil, mechanical, aeronautical engineering which require high strength and stiffness with relatively low material weight. Composite material also possesses high tailorability enabling engineers to adjust their designs optimising laminate configuration, in association with geometric shapes, to meet specific requirements. Being an essential element in many engineering structures, thin-walled laminated composite beams with open cross-section are widely used. These beams might be subjected to different types of external forces and boundary conditions causing vibration and buckling in various modes which they are absolutely susceptible. This requires reliable analysis approach to predict their vibration and stability responses.
Since the early work of Bauld and Tzeng [1] , many studies have been done to develop appropriate models for vibration [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and lateral buckling problems [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] of thin-walled composite beams and only a few of them are cited here. More details of these works can be found in some books written by Kollar and Springer [21] , Librescu and Song [22] , and Hodges [23] . With regard to optimisation problems, Szymcazak [24] proposed a procedure of optimum weight design of thin-walled I-section beam for a provided frequency. Magnucki [25] optimised cold-form thin-walled beams with open cross-section for strength, stability, and geometric conditions. For thin-walled composite beams, Morton and Webber [26] developed analytic procedure to obtain an optimal solution of I-section beams with failure, local buckling and deflection constraints. Davalos and Qiao [27] presented multiobjective design optimisation formulation to optimise composite I-section beams with respect to fibre orientations and fibre percentages. Walker [28] studied optimal design of composite I-section beams for a maximum combination of crippling, buckling load and postbuckling strength.
Savic et al. [29] optimised maximum bending and axial stiffness of composite I-section beams by using fibre angles as design variables. Rajasekaran [30] applied evolution strategies to find minimum weight design of thin-walled composite beams.
Genetic Algorithm (GA) is widely considered as an effective optimisation tool in term of solution reliability and convergence rate. This algorithm which has become popular after the work of Holland [31] is inspired by the process of natural election. This non-gradient stochastic optimisation algorithm is suitable for those problems whose design variables are discrete values rather than continuous ones. Micro-GA enhances the performance of regular GA in convergence rate by performing elitism to generate a new population of each iteration. This improvement effectively increases the optimal solution and convergence rate of the optimising procedure which results in significant reduction in computational cost. Recently, Nguyen et al. [32] presented an optimisation study of composite I-section beams by maximising the critical flexural-torsional buckling load using micro-GA. As far as authors are aware, there is no work available on the optimum design of composite channel-section beams using mirco-GA for vibration and lateral buckling problems.
In this study, in order to fill the aforementioned gap, vibration and lateral buckling optimisations of thin-walled composite beams with channel-section, in which both cross-section shape and laminate configuration are varied at the same time, are investigated. The beam element with seven degrees of freedom at each node is developed to analyse composite beams and then micro-GA is employed as a searching engine to obtain optimisation results. Numerical examples are presented to investigate optimum design of composite channel-section beams with various configurations such as boundary conditions, span-to-height ratios, and lay-up schemes. The effectiveness of the micro-GA compared with regular GA in term of optimal solution and convergence rate is discussed.
Theoretical formulation
In this section, theoretical formulation for vibration and lateral buckling analysis of thinwalled composite beams is briefly summarised and more details of this part can be found in Refs. [7, 16] . The different coordinates system are presented in the Fig. 1. 
Displacement field
Based on the classical lamination theory, the out of mid-line displacement components u, v, w are as follow:
where the mid-surface displacementsū,v,w in the contour coordinate with respect to the displacements U, V of the pole P in Cartesian coordinate system and the rotation angle Φ about the pole axis are given as:
where prime ( ) denotes the differentiation with respect to z, W is axial displacement and ω represents warping function:
The non-zero strains are given by:
Governing equations
The constitutive equation for thin-walled composite beams is of the form:
where E ij are the stiffness components of thin-walled composite beams and
are the stress resultants defined by:
The governing equations of thin-walled composite beams for free vibration and lateral buckling problems are obtained as:
..
Φ (7c)
Φ (7d)
where m 0 , m c , m s , m p , m 2 , m ω are inertia coefficients and M b denotes buckling moment.
The explicit form of the governing equations can be expressed:
Φ (8b)
Φ (8c)
Φ (8d)

Finite element formulation
The beam element with seven degrees of freedom at each node is used. The displacements are expressed over each element as a combination of the linear Lagrange interpolation function Ψ j and Hermite-cubic interpolation function ψ j associated with node j and the nodal values:
The finite element model of a typical element can be expressed: 
Formulation of optimisation problem
Due to high tailorability of composite materials, engineers are able to adjust laminate configurations to accomplish highest structural responses which sufficiently meet specific design requirements. Moreover, channel sections enable engineers to optimise structures' performance even further by providing additional possibilities of varying geometric parameters, e.g. web's height and flanges' width as shown in Fig. 2 . Following those aforementioned observations, the optimisation of composite channel-section beams for vibration and lateral buckling problems could be defined as follow:
Find:
Maximise:
Subjected to:
where design variables of (θ, In order to be implemented in the optimisation procedure using micro-GA, non-constrained optimisation problem should be introduced by transforming from the above constrained one.
As a result, optimisation problem could be equivalently redefined as follow:
Maximising:
where γ 1 , γ 2 and γ 3 represent penalty parameters which are assigned positive values if the corresponding constraints are violated. β denotes the upper bound or lower bound constraint of L/d (Eq. 12c) and G is newly defined objective function which includes the initial objective function H and the penalty term. It should be noted that each penalty parameter is set as zero if the corresponding constraint is satisfied.
Numerical examples and discussion
In this section, the verification is carried out to illustrate the validity and accuracy of the analysis procedure in Section 2. It is followed by the optimisation of composite channelsection beams for the vibration and lateral buckling under pure bending problems. Three types of boundary conditions including simply-supported (S-S), clamped-clamped (C-C), and clamped-free (C-F) with various beam's lengths are investigated. For all analysis and optimisation cases, eight beam elements are used.
Verification
For verification purpose, firstly, vibration analysis of S-S channel-section beams is tested and compared with the results reported by Cortinez and Piovan [4] and Prokic et al. [11] .
Graphite-epoxy (AS4/350), whose material properties are E 1 = 144 GPa, E 2 = E 3 = 9.65
GPa, G 12 = G 13 = 4.14 GPa, G Table 2 , the present results are considerably acceptable compared to those of Kim et al. [19] . Apparently, the verification of vibration and lateral buckling problems has confirmed the validity and reliability of the present study.
Vibration optimisation of composite channel-section beams
In this example, vibration optimisation of composite channel-section beams, whose geometry is shown in Fig. 2 , is conducted. Material properties and prescribed geometric parameters of the beams are given in the Table 3 . The geometric design variables of flanges' width and web's height vary from 15 mm to 300 mm with the interval of 5 mm while those of fibre angles are allowed to change in the step of 1 0 from 0 0 to 90 0 . Consequently, geometric and fibre variables possess 58 and 91 possibilities resulting in 6 and 7 genes of chromosome length to be used in GA optimisation, respectively. Other micro-GA parameters are given in Table 4 . As can be observed in the lay-ups. The optimisation results in Table 5 are also visually demonstrated in Figs. 3-5. For each graph, the relation of the beam's length and optimal fundamental frequency is provided by adding the cross-section shape of optimal designs. The assumed regular designs are given for comparison purpose only. As seen for all cases, the growth of beam's length is followed by the decline of optimal fundamental frequency which confirms the fact that structures, in general, become weaker as their span get longer.
Similarly, the optimisation solutions for C-C and C-F beams, which are given in Tables   6 and 7 , follow the same trend of S-S beams. All variable laminates yield optimal amount of fundamental frequency ranging from (10% − 29%) and (23% − 24%) higher than that of regular designs. Furthermore, among the selected lay-ups, due to its flexibility in choosing width, web's height, and beam's length play crucial roles in optimal design of composite channel-section beams for vibration problem rather than fibre orientations.
Lateral buckling optimisation of composite channel-section beams
In this part, several examples of lateral buckling optimisation of composite channelsection beams under pure bending moments are presented. The material properties, geometric and GA parameters stay the same with those of previous part. Tables 8-10 Table 8 for the S-S beams are given in the Figs.
6-8.
Finally, in order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the micro-GA in finding optimal results, the convergence history of regular GA and micro-GA for vibration optimisation of a 6m-long S-S beam with [θ 1 / − θ 1 ] 4s lay-up is presented in Fig. 9 . It is observed that for the same initial parameters which provided in Table 4 , while the regular GA requires around 29 generations to converge, only 21 generations are needed for micro-GA. Besides, it is also interesting to note that the objective function of micro-GA is approximately 5% better than that of regular GA.
Conclusions
In this study, formulation and procedure for optimisation of thin-walled composite beams with channel section are presented. Objective functions for two type of problems are maximisation of fundamental frequency and critical buckling moment while flanges' width, web's height, and fibre angle are simultaneously considered as design variables. The optimisation results apparently show that optimal solutions are crucially governed by geometric parameters such as length of beam, flanges' width, and web's height rather than the laminate configuration including lay-up scheme and fibre orientation. In addition, the micro-GA has evidently proved its advantages over the regular GA in term of convergence rate and optimal objective value meaning that micro-GA is able to yield better optimisation result in faster convergence rate than that of regular GA.
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